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REMEMBERING AND DIS(RE)MEMBERING:
MEMORY, COMMUNITY AND THE INDIVIDUAL IN
BELOVED
Elizabeth Cooley

Gonzaga University

In a 1986 interview, Toni Morrison described the reclamation of
African-American history as being “paramount in its importance”
(Davis Interview 142). In her own words, “You have to stake it out and
identify those who have preceded you—resummoning them,
acknowledging them is just one step in that process of reclamation—so
that they are always there as the confirmation and the affirmation” of
African-American life (143). Just as Morrison views the reclamation of
black history as confirming and affirming present black culture, she
sees personal and community memory as a healing and integrating force
in the life of the individual.
All of her novels are, as Ashraf Rushdy notes, “studies in the
process of rememory in characters’ lives” (303). Furthermore, as Missy
Dehn Kubitschek points out, in each work any attempt at “jettisoning
history” is “doomed and dooming” (168). In Sula “memory repeatedly
enacts a creative and creatively healing function” (Grant 100).
Similarly, in Song of Solomon and Tar Baby, memory has the
potential to reintegrate and heal, if only the characters in these novels
will remember and accept their pasts. Milkman Dead and Jadine Childs
have “forgotten [their] ancient properties” (Tar Baby 305); they have
denied their cultural history, lost touch with family heritage, and
repressed personal memories. Milkman’s spiritual salvation lies in his
trip south where “the past [he] comes to know liberates him” (Cowert
89). Any chance of Jadine gaining psychological and emotional
integrity, of healing self-inflicted spiritual wounds, lies in her ability to
accept both her family and cultural history.1 As Ondine puts it, she
“has got to be a daughter first” before she genuinely can become anyone
else (281). In her sixth novel, Jazz, the memory of Dorcas is “a
sickness in the house” for Violet Trace, but for her husband, Joe, who
is both Dorcas’s lover and murderer, it is “his necessary thing” (28).
Only when Violet and Joe Trace come to terms with their conflicting
memories involving Dorcas, and involving many other events as well,
do they reach reconciliation.
While an element in each of Morrison’s novels, memory as a
healing and integrating force is perhaps nowhere more apparent than in
Beloved. For each character, but especially for Sethe, remembering is a
necessary step in the process of reclaiming personal history, defining
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and confirming the present self, and affirming and staking a claim on
the future. As Terry Otten and others note, Sethe herself must
remember; she requires “a reconciliation with her past” before she can
gain “the self-knowledge necessary to her freedom” (Otten 82).
Furthermore, memory must take Sethe as its object as well. For Sethe,
who stands outside her community, being remembered by that
community is equally important, for being remembered is necessary to
reintegration into it. Therefore, remembering becomes re-membering in
two ways. First, through memory Sethe has the opportunity to
become whole, her fragmented self can be rejoined, re-membered, and
she can experience the “recuperation of her own identity” (Davis
Question 154). Secondly, by being remembered by the community
Sethe is saved from the haunted isolation of 124. She is taken in as a
member of the society that shunned and was shunned by her—she is re
membered into the community.
Memory is necessary; yet, memory is inevitably painful for the
newly freed slaves, especially for the women, in Beloved. Sethe begins
each day with the “serious work of beating back the past” (73). Like
Baby Suggs, who saw all but one of her children carried away, like
Ella, who gave birth to the product of white men’s rape only to let it
die, like most of the Black mothers and daughters living in Cincinnati
in 1874, Sethe “works hard to remember as close to nothing as was
safe” (8). Even so, she has lapses of forgetfulness when she “bumps
into a rememory” (36), and the faces of her lost children or the lost
language of the mother she hardly knew come back. Despite the pain
of remembering, Sethe initially recognizes the danger of complete
forgetfulness, of “disremembering.” She scolds Baby Suggs for not
letting herself remember more and, years later, welcomes Paul D who
brings “trust and rememory” (99), “new pictures and old rememories
that broke her heart” (95).
Karen Fields, in her reading of Beloved as “a meditation upon the
nature of love” (169), points out that “what appears in the personage of
Beloved as disembodied demand appears in that of Paul D as embodied
kindness” (161). In their rivalry for Sethe’s affection, Beloved and Paul
D also come to represent two opposing types of remembering. The
first, represented by Paul D, is the healthy, if painful, shared
recollection of the past that would allow Sethe to affirm and confirm
her present self and to rediscover the community denied her for 18 years.
The second, represented by Beloved, is the isolating, consuming
obsession with a personal past that Sethe has never fully come to terms
with.2 By chasing the spirit from 124, Paul D momentarily releases
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Sethe from the enchantment of a past she would like to forget but is
reminded of every day. The past returns, however, this time literally
embodied in the shape of Sethe’s dead daughter. Beloved’s presence at
124 has a paradoxical effect on Sethe. On the one hand, it persuades
Sethe that she no longer has to remember her painful past; on the other
hand, under the spell of Beloved’s insatiable desire, Sethe can’t stop
herself from obsessively remembering, confessing and apologizing for
her act of infanticide.
Sethe is in the middle of an uncalled memory of Sweet Home
“rolling, rolling, rolling out before her eyes” when she sees Paul D, the
last of the Sweet Home men, sitting on her front porch (6). With his
“new pictures and old rememories” (95), Paul D gently pushes Sethe
into (re)visionary re-membering. Seeing the three shadows holding
hands on the day of the carnival, Sethe has a visionary glimpse into a
future that depends on “managing the news Paul D brought and the
news he kept to himself’ (97). If she can revision, reassess and
manage this past, painful as it may be, she might attain her envisioned
future. Similarly, if she can manage the “breaking up” necessary to
sharing Paul D’s memories, she can re-member herself and finally
become whole as she comes to terms with the sorrow, guilt and pain
she has tried to keep to herself. Recalling the words of the white
runaway, Amy, and her own lifeless feet during her escape from Sweet
Home, she tells Denver, “anything dead coming back to life hurts” (35).
Denver recognizes this as “a truth for all time.” Sethe’s dead memories,
resurrected by Paul D’s new ones, bring hurt, but a healing hurt that
could potentially reintegrate, rejoin, re-member the fragmented parts of
Sethe.
The remembering initiated by Paul D’s arrival is interrupted by
Beloved’s palpable presence. Significantly, Beloved “disremembers
everything” (118). Dead before she could talk, her memory never
moves beyond the pre-symbolic. Although she communicates through
language, she “talks funny” and recalls only disconnected, obscure
images of her mother’s face (which she refers to as her own), a bridge,
and one man on the other side. Her indecipherable images reflect the
pre-verbal, chaotically incommunicable nature of her memories and,
simultaneously, parallel Sethe’s unwillingness to communicate her
own sorrow, pain and guilt with others in the community. Beloved
also represents repressed memory and the isolating guilt associated with
it. Though repressed, or perhaps because repressed, this memory is
initially stronger than that represented by Paul D. As Beloved
physically moves Paul D from bedroom to kitchen to shed and finally
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off the premises of 124, repressed memory replaces the (re)visionary re
membering that could be Sethe’s salvation.
With the recognition of Beloved as her lost daughter, a recognition
that, significantly, occurs only after Paul D is gone, Sethe believes
that she is free to forget her most painful memory, killing her beloved
baby girl. “I don’t have to remember nothing, I don’t even have to
explain,” she thinks, “She understands it all” (183). She also believes
she can forget the events that followed that fateful action: her jail term,
the trade she makes for Beloved’s tombstone, her sons’ desertion, Baby
Suggs’s despair, and, most importantly, the isolation she has
experienced since Beloved’s death. In fact, she looks forward to more
intense isolation. Abandoning Paul D’s suggestion that “there was a
world out there and [she] could live in it,” she thinks, “The world is in
this room”; “there is no world outside my door” (182-84).
As Kate Cummings points out, “forgetting is a feature of
isolation—of ignoring the bonds between peoples and
suppressing/repressing the link up of events” (555). Both temporally
and spatially Sethe isolates herself. “Wrapped in a timeless present”
(184), her mind “busy with things she could forget” (191), Sethe loses
first her sense of responsibility for her living daughter, then her job,
and, consequently, any reason to walk beyond the confines of 124. For
a full winter month (ironically reminiscent of the one summer month
of friendship and family at 124), she and her “daughters” spend a
childish honeymoon wasting time and resources on cooking games,
sewing games, hair and dressing games. Like children at play they
seem unaware of all but the immediate time and place. This temporal
and spatial isolation, so Edenic at first, inevitably turns hellish.
As Denver soon realizes, “the players were altered” (241); Beloved
has metamorphosed from the lost daughter craving the emotional
equivalent of her mother’s milk to a vampire who “ate up her
[mother’s] life” (250). Whatever Beloved demands Sethe gives, yet the
more she gives the more Beloved demands. One thing Beloved demands
again and again is explanation and apology for her death and, more
importantly, for Sethe’s desertion. Sethe’s need to confess grows as
monstrously insatiable as Beloved’s need to hear confession. In fact,
when Beloved is finally quiet and dreamy, Sethe “gets her going again”
by “whispering and muttering some justification....It was as though
Sethe didn’t really want forgiveness given, she wanted it refused” (252).
Sethe’s delusion that she doesn’t “have to rememory or say a thing
because [Beloved] knows it all” is ironically replaced by the equally
extreme need to constantly retell, explain and apologize to Beloved for
the past. Paradoxically Beloved represents not only repressed
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memory—a harmful dis(re)membering—but the irrational guilt and
obsession with the past that erupts from the festering of memory
repressed. Sethe, who used to begin each day by beating back the past,
has now “submerged herself in history” (Kubitschek 168).
Observing these changes, Denver realizes that it is she who must
“step off the edge of the world and die because if she didn’t they all
would” (239). Denver’s passage from the microcosm of desire at 124
into the larger world is not easy, but memory comes to her aid. She
first remembers Baby Suggs’s advice about whites—“there ain’t no
defense.” Baby’s much repeated words, “lay down your sword and
shield,” come back to Denver and nearly block her escape from 124.
Remembering those words, however, she hears others,
“You mean I never told you nothing about Carolina?
About your daddy? You don’t remember nothing about
how come I walk the way I do and about your mother’s
feet, not to speak of her back? I never told you all that?
Is that why you can’t walk down the steps? My Jesus my”
(244). “There ain’t no defense,” Baby Suggs repeats, and
adds, “know it and go on out the yard.”3

Denver’s understanding of Baby Suggs’s advice to lay down sword
and shield opposes Sethe’s understanding and is much more accurate.
Excited by “the giddiness of things she no longer had to remember”
(183), Sethe believes she is doing “like Baby said: Think on it then lay
it down—for good” (182). In contrast, Denver realizes that one must
first remember the past, then lay it down, but never lose it; history
must be made “available, useful to the present, but not dominant”
(Kubitschek 173). Like Paul D and Baby Suggs before she took to her
bed, Denver begins to understand that memory, though painful, affirms
and confirms who one is, that remembering makes us whole. Her own
identity is based on others’ memories: Sethe’s stories of her marvelous
birth and Baby Suggs’ memories of her father, Halle. Although Denver
never knew her father, Baby Suggs “told [her] his things” (207).
Consequently, she thinks of him as an “Angel Man” and loves him
through these shared memories. When laid down, but not lost or beaten
into ploughshares, memory remains the sword and shield that can be
taken up, if not defensively against the white community, at least as a
common gesture of solidarity among the black community. Wielding
the sword and shield of memory is not an empty gesture. On the
contrary, it is a powerful cohesive, as Denver discovers, and one that
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ultimately saves Sethe from the abyss of repressed memory and the
vampirish guilt associated with it.
The first thing Denver recalls as she steps out of the yard is the
way to Lady Jones’s house. Here again remembering is (re)visionary.
In contrast to her memories of an enormous, terrifying world, the world
around Denver is manageable, even friendly. She is “shocked to see
how small the big things were” (245). By literally going down
memory lane and re-seeing the scenes of the past, she begins to realize
that she can manage the fears associated with this past and,
consequently, envision a future. Not only is memory (re)visionary, it
creates a wholeness in Denver’s life that she lacked. Lady Jones fondly
remembers how bright Denver was, how eager to learn. This memory
strengthens a bond between them that, though weakened by years of
disremembering and isolation, always lay there. Similarly Janey fondly
remembers Baby Suggs and so agrees to help Denver get a job with her
own employers. As Denver makes more contacts with the community,
she finds that “others remember the days when 124 was a way station”
(249). Many remember personal details associated with that time, the
tonic that cured a relative, Baby Suggs’ oxtail soup, an embroidered
pillowcase. Through stories of the recent cultural past, Denver
experiences others’ personal and communal memories, and through this
experience she begins to reassess and understand her own place and
identity in terms of the past and the present community.4 Denver,
then, is taken in, re-membered by the community. At the same time,
through personal and communal memory, the community softens
toward the other living occupant of 124. Exactly what causes the
change is never spelled out and is perhaps never fully understood by the
community:
“Maybe they were sorry for [Denver]. Or for Sethe.
Maybe they were sorry for the years of their disdain.
Maybe they were simply nice people who could hold
meanness toward each other for just so long...” (249).

What is clear, however, is that the change could never have occurred
without memory.
The communal remembering culminates when the band of thirty
women arrives to exorcise Beloved from 124. As they approach the
house “the first thing they saw was not Denver sitting on the steps, but
themselves” (258). Significantly they remember the party, “themselves
younger, stronger, playing in Baby Suggs’s yard, not feeling the envy
that surfaced the next day.” This communal memory creates sympathy,
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as does the much darker personal memory that makes Ella “holler.”
Ella, who doesn’t like the idea of “past errors taking possession of the
present,” recalls her own slow infanticide of the “hairy white thing” that
she refused to nurse. Her cry of wordless horror at “the thought of that
pup coming back to whip her,” as she believes Beloved is whipping
Sethe, initiates the exorcism (258-59).
Like members of “Black churches where people shout” that
Morrison describes in “Rootedness,” Ella voices a “personal grief and a
personal statement,” but she does so “within the context of the
community” (Rootedness 339). While Ella performs “some rite that is
extremely subjective, the other [women] are performing as a
community in protecting that person.” The result is “a public and a
private expression going on at the same time.” With Ella’s outcry, the
rest of the women begin singing a wordless song that breaks over Sethe
and “baptizes” her in its wash (261). As the women remember, they
reclaim Sethe as a member of that community of mothers and children
who, despite separations, deaths, and violations, have survived to help
other survivors. Sethe, like Denver, is re-membered into the
community of women while Beloved is once again run out of 124, this
time apparently for good.
The final chapter of Beloved is less an episode in the story than an
epilogue to it.5 This chapter presents an ironic commentary on
remembering and forgetting and on Beloved’s effect on the community.
We are told that after the community “made up their tales, shaped and
decorated them: they quickly and deliberately” forgot Beloved as they
would a bad dream (my emphasis). “Remembering seemed unwise”
(274). This deliberate forgetting parallels the unhealthy
dis(re)membering, the repressed memory and guilt that inevitably erupts
from beneath the surface of placid forgetfulness. “Disremembered and
unaccounted for” by the community, Beloved physically “erupts into
her separate parts” (274). Although disremembered and dismembered,
she still haunts the stream behind 124. Her footprints remain, familiar
to each member of the community as his or her own footprints. Like
Sethe’s “rememories,” her memory can be “bumped into;” it takes on a
presence: “they can touch if they like, but they don’t because they
know things will never be the same if they do” (275).
The idea of deliberate forgetting is suggested three times in the
phrase, “this is not a story to pass on.” The irony of this phrase is
obvious—the story has been passed on in the preceding narrative and, in
keeping with the reintegrating, healing nature of memory presented in
the story, it should be passed on again. Yet the pain of doing so is
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great. Paradoxically, the final word, sentence, and paragraph of the
story is “Beloved.” Despite the insistence that she be forgotten her
name is here again spoken. Thus, Beloved not only has the last word,
she is the last word. Without fully explaining it, Rushdy suggests the
contradiction inherent in the “passing on”:
“Beloved is a story that stops haunting when told, and
stops being when disremembered, but must be
remembered to be told, and must be told to be
disremembered” (317).

Clearly, Beloved’s story does not stop haunting completely—it, like
the ghost herself, has an ontological presence. Only through its telling,
which requires remembering, can it be disremembered and cease to
haunt. But this cessation is only temporary. Ironically, the community
does what it ought to know not to do—it tries to lay Beloved’s memory
down for good. Yet the memory of her visitation, like Sethe’s memory
of infanticide that provoked it in the first place, should not be repressed
or laid down for good, for it will inevitably resurface in some
unmanageable form.
This is not a story to pass on, the community mistakenly decides.
Read another way, however, the advice may be sound. This is not a
story to pass on, to pass over, to pass by. It is not one to forget or
repress. Instead of passing on this strange story, the listener should
hear it, remember it and retell it. By resummoning and acknowledging
Beloved as part of their communal history, the community might
prevent this episode of history, encompassing both the act and the
repressed memory of the act, from repeating itself. Furthermore, by
remembering their own part in Sethe’s suffering, no matter how
begrudgingly, they might avoid repeating their communal role in the
perpetration of similar suffering. Beloved the infant and Beloved the
memory/spirit must be reclaimed by the community as part of its
history. Though painful, the past must be resummoned and transformed
into an affirmation and confirmation of the individual and the
community in which she lives.
NOTES
1When asked by Nellie McKay if Jadine will ever know
who she is, Morrison answered, “I hope so. She has a good shot at
it, a good chance” (Interview 424).

2As Terry Otten notes, “Clearly [Beloved] is a composite
symbol, not just Sethe’s dead child come to exact judgment, but
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also the representative of the “Sixty Million and More” to whom
Morrison alludes in her headnote...” (83). For a provocative
interpretation of Beloved as “not a supernatural being of any kind
but simply a young woman who had herself suffered the horrors
of slavery” (17), see Elizabeth House’s essay “Toni Morrison’s
Ghost: The Beloved Who is not Beloved” in Studies in American
Fiction.

3The black person’s response to evil, as Morrison
understands it, parallels Baby Suggs’ response to whites. In an
interview with Claudia Tate, Morrison describes this response:
“they thought evil had a natural place in the universe; they did not
wish to eradicate it. They just wished to protect themselves from
it, maybe even to manipulate it....They thought evil was just
another aspect of life. The ways black people dealt with evil
accounted in my mind for how they responded to a lot of other
things” (129).
4As Rushdy and others point out, “In Morrison’s novels,
understanding self and past is always a project of community,
memory always situated within the context of rememory.” He
defines “rememory” as something “never only personal but
always interpersonal” and sees it as an “important theme in all
her novels” (304).

5For various interpretations of the ending see Rushdy,
Fields, Kubitschek and Cummings. Morrison emphasizes the
importance of ambiguity and incompleteness in the endings of all
her novels. In her 1988 interview with Christine Davis, she states
that both Song of Solomon and Tar Baby require the reader “to
figure out for him or herself’ what Son and Milkman will do. This
unfinished quality is characteristic of oral storytelling, Morrison
says: “You don’t end a story in the oral tradition—you can have
the message at the end, your little moral, but the ambiguity is
deliberate because it doesn’t end, it’s an ongoing thing and the
reader or the listener is in it and you have to THINK” (149).
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